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OBITUARY: JIM DAVIDSON 1902-1982 

by Jack Mitchell* 

________________________________________________________ 

[This appeared in the May/June 1982 edition of Jazz Magazine.] 

 

Jim Davidson: leader of Australia’s first, and most successful, swing band… 

im Davidson died in Bowral Hospital on Friday, 9 April, 1982. Possibly 

unknown to many of today’s music fans, he was the leader of Australia’s first, 

and most successful, swing band. 

Born in Sydney on August 6, 1902, James Hutchinson Davidson began his musical 

career in the brass band world about 1917, and switched to drums for dance work. In  

__________________________________________________________ 

 

*In 1982 when this was written Jack Mitchell was a dentist living in Lithgow, New South 

Wales. He then had in manuscript form an Australian Jazz Discography. He was well-

known internationally, contributing regularly to overseas publications, including the 

English discographal magazine Storyville.   
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1924 he joined Jimmie Elkins’ Orchestra, which played theatre circuits in Sydney and 

Melbourne. This band also did dance work at the Coogee Casino in 1925, and the 

Manly Dungowan in 1926, but soon returned to theatre work. They also broadcast 

over 2FC, and recorded for Columbia — in fact the Elkins group was the first to 

record electrically at Homebush — the day before the factory’s official opening on 14 

October, 1926. 

In its issue of 6 April, 1927, the American journal Variety said: “Jimmie Elkins has 

the best jazz band in Australia at present.” 

Later in 1927, Elkins’ brass section was augmented by a young trumpeter from New 

Zealand — Jim Gussey. Davidson and Gussey were to be close associates until the 

war years. After a long run at the Wintergarden Theatre, the Elkins Band moved into 

the Wentworth Hotel, one of the plum Sydney jobs in those days. When this job 

finished in October, 1928, Elkins retired from music to study architecture, and most 

of his sidemen went into Jack Woods’ Orchestra at the Ambassadors Restaurant — 

another top job. Davidson was Woods’ deputy leader. 

When the Ambassadors burned down in February, 1931, Davidson went into pianist 

Gordon Rawlinson’s Group at the Oriental Cafe; not quite as salubrious a venue. It 

wasn’t long before Rawlinson handed over the leadership to Davidson. The others  

 

Jim Davidson (far left), with his band, circa 1933… PHOTO CREDIT MIKE SUTCLIFFE 

COURTESY OXFORD COMPANION TO AUSTRALIAN JAZZ 
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were Ray Tarrant (tpt); Dudley Cantrell (tbn) and Harry Danslow, soon replaced by 

Frank McLaughlin (saxes). This quickly became known as the hottest band in town. 

In August, 1932, Davidson arranged a Rhythm Concert at Hillier’s Cafe, doubling the 

size of his regular group with Jim Gussey (tpt), Tom Stevenson (tbn), Chic Donovan, 

Pete Cantrell (reeds) and Orm Wills (bass). This was a great success; but its most 

important factor was the presence in the audience of entrepreneur Jim Bendrodt. 

Bendrodt’s enterprise, the Palais Royal, was suffering a marked drop in business, and 

he was astute enough to see in Davidson and his music the solution to his problems. 

 

The Palais De Danse in St Kilda, Melbourne, where Jim Davidson and his 

Australians were appearing in 1933… PHOTO COURTESY BLACK ROOTS & WHITE 

FLOWERS 

Bendrodt spent up big refurbishing the hall and advertising it, and when the 1933 

season of the New Palais Royal opened with a Gala Ball on Friday, 5 May, on the 

stand was Jim Davidson and His Orchestra, with the Hillier’s personnel intact. This 

night broke all records, according to Bendrodt, and the next night, the first “popular” 

night drew 5,000 dancers. The thirties dance/swing craze was off and running — two 

years before Benny Goodman hit the Palomar jackpot! 

It is not a ridiculous or intemperate claim that Jim Davidson invented “swing” — 

merely further proof that musical and entertainment trends and fashions are 

worldwide. When something becomes the fashion, whether it be jazz, swing, crooners 
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or rock ‘n’ roll, it’s because the world was ready and waiting for it. But this is not the 

time to pursue this line of thought. 

Davidson’s highly successful Sydney season was followed by one at the St Kilda Palais 

de Danse, and then they returned to Sydney for the 1934 season. Later in the year 

Davidson signed a contract with the ABC, enlarged his Orchestra and took it to 

Melbourne, whence its broadcasts were relayed to all States. They were back at the 

Palais Royal for the 1936 season, but in October of that year, the whole band was 

placed under contract, and it became Jim Davidson’s ABC Dance Band. It was now 

centred on Sydney— Melbourne had its own Dance Orchestra led at that stage by Al 

Hammett. 

The Davidson outfit was undoubtedly Australia’s most popular. As well as 

broadcasting it did several interstate tours, both with visiting celebrity artists and in 

its own right. 

 

When Davidson and seven of his musicians enlisted in the AIF in 1941, Jim Gussey 

(above) took over as leader… PHOTO © RON FALSON ARCHIVE 

In June, 1941, Davidson and seven of his musicians enlisted in the AIF and Jim 

Gussey took over as leader. Later the band was retitled the ABC Sydney Dance Band, 

and it kept on swinging until the butchers cut it down in March, 1976. 
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Davidson formed an Army Entertainment Group which he took to the Middle East, 

and after the war, he went to London as head of the BBC’s Light Entertainment 

section. 

After his retirement he is said to have considered (and with justification) this BBC 

period as the height of his career, but jazz fans will always remember him for his 

great swing band from 1933 to 1941. 

 

Jim Davidson (on the right) pictured here working with the Australian 

comedian/actress Joy Nichols… 

So great was his success in 1933, that Columbia signed him up and his records were 

great sellers, even in the still depressed thirties. In 1977, EMI reissued 16 of his tracks 

on LP (HMV OXLP-7630) which include his best hot tracks. His Original Dixieland 

One Step is good; Marmalade is an outstanding swing track, but my personal 

favourite is Forty Second Street, recorded at his first session in June, 1933 - one of 

the significant records in the Australian jazz catalogue. Most of the approximately 

200 sides recorded by Davidson are of little or no jazz interest but there are enough 

that are to ensure that his place in our jazz history will remain secure. 


